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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

AVE home automation: when technology meets design 
 
An elegant AVE home automation reference proposes touch technology in an 

original mix of colours for a well-kept interior design project. 
 
Combined with touch screen supervisors and touch controls, AVE home automation 
becomes the emblem of a new living interpretation: more attentive to the modern needs of the 
inhabitants, always connected to their habits. With these assumptions a very elegant home 
automation AVE reference rises in Lanciano, in the Italian district of Chieti. A project where 
technology meets design to enhance the style of all its environment. 
 
In this house the property has chosen to combine the advanced DOMINA plus system with 
touch technology: in this way AVE home automation can give its best, returning a modern 
contact with the house and connected devices. The interactive core of this home automation 
reference is the elegant Touch Screen supervisor, from which end users can view all the 
information of system status and manage all its functions. Through intuitive graphical maps, 
that represent various rooms and icons of the integrated functions, they can manage lighting, 
rolling shutters, temperature, ventilation, technical alarms and anti-theft system. 
 
Inside this home automation project there are also evolved functions, such as energy 
saving, loads control and Scenarios, a particular home automation functions that allows to 
activate multiple actions simultaneously. For example: through Scenario “Exit”, end user can 
turn off all the lights, lower the shutters, disconnect unnecessary loads and activate the anti-
intrusion system by a single command. Maximum comfort with minimum effort. 
 
AVE home automation doesn’t only mean technology, but also design with aesthetics 
for every environment. In this house the property has chosen to install innovative Vera Touch 
glass front plates. Thanks to the wide catalogue of finishes, it was therefore possible to 
differentiate each room with different colours: clear white, clear absolute black and clear 
Pompeian red. In this way, touch technology becomes a daily reality in an original mix of 
colours to satisfy the well-kept interior design project. 
 
Perfectly coordinated with the Vera Touch controls, the innovative AVE sliding plate 
increase safety degree through a valuable aesthetic solution. Thanks to an AVE patented 
system, which allows plate "to slide" on the socket, it guarantees greater protection for the 
occupants, maintaining a perfect continuity with the home automation system. 
 
Technology meets design in this elegant AVE home automation project to offer a 
modern contact with environments. A cutting-edge proposal that reinterprets living concept 
with smart solutions, designed to adapt to one's lifestyle. 
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